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Planetary gears are widely used in automobiles, helicopters, heavy machinery, etc., due to the high speed reductions in compact
spaces; however, the gear fault and early damage induced by the vibration of planetary gears remains a key concern. (e time-
varying parameters have a vital influence on dynamic performance and reliability of the gearbox. An analytical model is proposed
to investigate the effect of gear tooth crack on the gear mesh stiffness, and then the dynamical model of the planetary gears with
time-varying parameters is established. (e natural characteristics of the transmission system are calculated, and the dynamic
responses of transmission components, as well as dynamic meshing force of each pair of gear are investigated based on varying
internal excitations induced by time-varying parameters and tooth root crack. (e effects of gear tooth root crack size on the
planetary gear dynamics are simulated, and the mapping rules between damage degree and gear dynamics are revealed. In order to
verify the theoretical model and simulation results, the planetary gear test rig was built by assembling faulty and healthy gear
separately. (e failure mechanism and dynamic characteristics of the planetary gears with tooth root crack are clarified by
comparing the analytical results and experimental data.

1. Introduction

Planetary transmissions are an important form of me-
chanical transmission. Because of its advantages of high
transmission ratio, high bearing capacity, and compact
structure, it is widely used in complex mechanical
equipment such as aerospace, wind power generation
equipment, and mining machinery. Due to the influence
of time-varying parameters, the planetary gear system
always has the problem of nonlinear dynamics and ex-
cessive vibration. (e planetary transmission system has
a high failure rate, and the root crack is one of the most
important forms of gear failure, due to complicated
internal structure and large load during operation. When
the root of the transmission system is cracked, the vi-
bration of the system will be intensified and, in serious
cases, the equipment will be damaged. (erefore, the
dynamic study of the planetary gear transmission system
with tooth root crack failure and analysis of the fault

mechanism has an important theoretical significance and
engineering application value for improving the reli-
ability and service life of the gear. Mathematical mod-
eling and analysis are important methods to solve the
nonlinear dynamics of planetary gear transmission
systems. (e control of nonlinear dynamic systems is a
widely recognized challenging issue. It is promising to
develop vibration reduction design of the planetary gear
system based on U-model, because of the unique ad-
vantages of U-model in nonlinear control [1, 2]. Some
scholars have carried out a lot of work on the dynamics of
gear systems by mathematical modeling. Bonori and
Pellicano [3] presented a dynamic model of a single pair
of gear transmission systems and analyzed the effects of
random manufacturing errors on the dynamic response
of the system. Chaari et al. [4] established an analytical
model of time-varying gear meshing stiffness based on
the analytical method and analyzed the variation of crack
to gear stiffness under two different parameters. Guo and
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Parker [5] established a dynamic model of the planetary
gear train based on the lumped parameter method and
solved the dynamic model to obtain the dynamic re-
sponse of the transmission system. Chen and Shao [6]
studied the effects of internal ring cracks on the time-
varying mesh stiffness and dynamic response of plane-
tary gear trains. Some scholars have also carried out a lot
of research on the dynamics of planetary transmission
systems. Zhou [7] studied the influence of crack pa-
rameters on dynamic characteristics by establishing a
finite element model. Wan [8] proposed a meshing
stiffness correction method based on the potential energy
method. (e dynamic model of a gear transmission
system with tooth root crack was established by using the
lumped parameter method, and the dynamic equation
was solved to obtain the dynamic response. In previous
planetary transmission dynamics analysis, the bearing
was simplified to the ideal constraint boundary, and the
bearing was simplified to a constant stiffness coefficient
spring, also ignoring the influence of the bearing time-
varying stiffness on the dynamic characteristics of the
transmission system. Bearings and gears are the key
components of the planetary transmission system. (e
dynamic characteristics of the bearings have an impor-
tant influence on the stability and service life of the
transmission system. Walters [9] proposed the dynamic
analysis model of the rolling bearing. (e dynamic model
of the rolling bearing was established, and the drag force
between the rolling element and the ferrule was obtained
by considering the four degrees of freedom of the rolling
element and the six degrees of freedom of the cage.
Harris and Kotzalas [10] considered the effect of elas-
tohydrodynamics on the basis of quasi-static analysis and
improved the pseudostatic analysis method of rolling
bearings. In establishing the balance equations of the
rolling element, the cage, and the inner ring, the rolling
element’s revolution and bearing deformation parame-
ters are obtained.

Zhou [11] considered the time-varying stiffness of rolling
bearings, established the coupled dynamics model of MW-
class wind turbine gear transmission system by using the
lumped parameter method, obtained the inherent character-
istics of the transmission system, and solved the dynamics of
each bearing contact stress, but it does not consider the in-
fluence of the centrifugal force of the roller on the bearing
stiffness.Mohammed et al. [12] presents an investigation of the
performance of crack propagation scenarios, to compare these
scenarios from a fault diagnostics point of view. Park et al. [13]
proposes a variance of energy residual (VER) method, for
planetary gear fault detection under variable-speed conditions.

In the planetary gear transmission system, the dynamic
meshing excitation of the gear teeth is transmitted to the
casing through the bearing, causing vibration and noise of
the casing. (e dynamic characteristics of the bearing have
an important influence on the performance of the entire
transmission system. In the past, the scholars neglected the
influence of the mass of the rolling element and the cen-
trifugal force of the roller on the time-varying stiffness of the

bearing when studying the gear-bearing coupling dynamic
system. At the same time, the dynamic characteristics of the
faulty planetary transmission system were not studied. In
this paper, the planetary transmission systemwith tooth root
crack is taken as the research object. According to the Hertz
contact theory, considering the mass of the rolling element
and the effect of centrifugal force, the time-varying bearing
stiffness model is established. At the same time, the time-
varying bearing stiffness, the transmission error, and the
time-varying meshing stiffness of the cracked gear are in-
troduced. (e gear-bearing coupling dynamics model with
crack is established. (e influence of time-varying bearing
stiffness on the dynamic characteristics of the gear trans-
mission system is analyzed. (e influence of crack failure on
the dynamic characteristics of the gear is explored, which
provides a more detailed mathematical method for the fault
diagnosis and vibration control of the planetary gear
transmission system.

2. Dynamic Model of Planetary Gear System

(e dynamic characteristics of the planetary gear trans-
mission system are affected by many factors. (e me-
chanical model is simplified, as shown in Figure 1. It is
assumed that the three planet gears in the planetary
transmission system are evenly distributed along the
circumference, and the geometric parameters and phys-
ical parameters of the three planet gears are the same. (e
engagement between the gear pairs is simplified to a
spring with time-varying stiffness. Considering the gear
meshing error, the time-varying bearing stiffness of the
bearing, and the time-varying meshing factor of the gear,
the planetary gear translation-torsion dynamics model is
established by the lumped parameter method. Each
component has 2 translational degrees of freedom and 1
torsional degree of freedom, and the model has 18 degrees
of freedom.
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Figure 1: Mechanical model of planetary gear system.
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(1)

where δsn is the elastic deformation of the sun gear and the
nth planet gear on the meshing line:

δsn � −xs sinψsn + ys cosψsn − ζn sin αs − ηn cos αs

+ us + un + esn,
(2)

where δrn is the elastic deformation of the ring and the nth
planet gear on the meshing line:

δrn � yr cosψrn − xr sinψrn − ζn sin αr − ηn cos αr

+ ur − un + ern,
(3)

where δnr is the projection of the planet carrier in the ζ
direction relative to the nth planet gear:

δnr � xc cosψn + yc sinψn − ζn, (4)
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where δnt is the projection of the planet carrier in the η
direction with respect to the nth planet gear:

δnt � −xc sinψn + yc cosψn + uc − ηn, (5)

where ψsn �ψn − αs, ψrn �ψn+ αr, ψn is the position angle of
the nth planet gear, αr is the meshing angle between the ring
and the planet gear, and αs is the meshing angle between the
sun gear and the planet gear.

(e dynamic equations of the various components
established above are collated. (e dynamic equations of the
planetary transmission system can be expressed in the form
of a matrix. (e dynamic equation of the transmission
system can be expressed as follows:

M €x + ωcG _x + Kb + Km − ω2
cKω x � F + T, (6)

where G is the gyromatrix; Km is the meshing stiffness
matrix; Kω is the centripetal stiffness matrix; x is the gen-
eralized displacement matrix of the system; M is the gen-
eralized mass matrix of the system; Kb is the bearing support
stiffness matrix; Km is the meshing stiffness matrix; T is the
external load of the system; and F is the internal excitation.

3. Time-Varying Stiffness Model of Bearing

In order to simplify the calculation, it is assumed that the
steel ball rotates at a constant speed and the movement
between the inner and outer rings of the bearing is pure
rolling. Regardless of the oil film stiffness under bearing
lubrication, the bearing stiffness of the bearing can be an-
alyzed according to Hertz contact theory.

As shown in Figure 2, during the movement of the
bearing, the inner and outer rings of the bearing are sub-
jected to the weight of the roller and the centrifugal force.
(erefore, the forces of the contact between the roller and
the inner and outer rings of the bearing are different. (e
contact force Qo between the roller and the outer ring is as
follows:

Qo � Q − mg sinφk + mRpω
2
c ,

ωc �
π 1 − Db/Dp cos β ns

60
,

(7)

where ωc is the angular velocity of the cage, Q is the load on
the inner ring of the bearing, m is the mass of the steel ball.
(e radius of the circle where the geometric center of the
roller is located is Rp,Db is the diameter of the roller, ns is the
rotational speed of the shaft, and β is the contact angle.

According to Hertz contact theory, the relationship
between the contact force Q of the rolling bearing steel ball
and the elastic approaching amount δ can be expressed as
follows:

Q � Kcδ
3/2

, (8)

where Q is the contact load of the steel ball and Kc is the
Hertz contact stiffness.

According to the force balance condition, the compo-
nent forces fx and fy of the bearing x and y directions are
equal to the sum of the component forces of the load Qk of

each roller in the x and y directions, and fx and fy can be
expressed by the following formulas:
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(e radial stiffness kb of the bearing is

kb � 

N

k�1
Kk cosφk , (10)

where Kk is the contact stiffness of the kth roller.
(e relevant parameters of the rolling bearing in the

planetary transmission system are shown in Table 1. (e
bearingmaterial is bearing steel, which is solved according to
the time-varying bearing stiffness model of the rolling
bearing. Figure 3 shows the variation of the radial stiffness of
the bearing with the angle of the steel ball as the position
angle changes.

4. Effect of Crack on Gear Meshing Stiffness

During the movement of the gear, the root position will
produce a bending stress greater than other positions due
to the periodicity of the load, which will easily lead to the
occurrence of fatigue cracks in the gear teeth. When cal-
culating the gear meshing stiffness, the gear teeth are
generally considered be cantilever beams. (ere are five
kinds of stiffness in the gear meshing pair: Hertz contact
stiffness kh, bending stiffness kb, shear stiffness ka, and
radial compression stiffness ks [12]. In addition to the above
stiffness, there is also a matrix flexible stiffness kf of the
gear. When the gear is cracked, the surface contact area and
radial force of the gear are constant, so the Hertz contact
stiffness, radial compression stiffness, and matrix flexibility
of the gear are unchanged. (e gear meshing stiffness of the
crack mainly considers the bending stiffness and shears
stiffness.

In this paper, the planetary gearbox with tooth root crack
fault is taken as the research object. (e relevant parameters
of the planetary box are shown in Table 2. When the crack
tooth enters the meshing state, the meshing stiffness of the
cracked gear is calculated. Figure 4 shows the comparison of
the stiffness of a simulated crack occurrence (the tooth crack
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Figure 2: Bearing rolling element-ring model.
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has an expansion angle αc of 60° and a crack depth q of
1.8mm.) when engaged with a healthy gear pair.

5. Dynamic Response and Analysis

5.1.ModalAnalysis of PlanetaryGears. (emodal analysis of
the gear-bearing coupling dynamics model of the above
mentioned planetary transmission system is carried out.

Regardless of the effect of damping, the average stiffness is
used instead of the time-varying stiffness, and the dynamic
equation is expressed as follows:

M €x + ωcG _x + Kb + Km − ω2
cKω x � 0. (11)

(us, the n positive real roots ωi, which are the natural
frequencies of the system, could be determined. (e main
mode equation is

ω2
i Mϕi � Kb + Km ϕi. (12)

(e planetary gears system has 18 degrees of freedom.
(e natural frequencies of the system are calculated, as
shown in Table 3, and the corresponding vibration modes
are shown in Figure 5. (ere are three kinds of vibration
mode: rigid mode, rotational modes (no repetitive fre-
quency, no translation only torsion), and translational
modes (there is a repetitive frequency, no torsion only
translation). (e phenomenon of 5 equivalent natural fre-
quencies (repetitive frequency) occurs in the system because
the geometrical and physical parameters of the planetary
gears in the transmission system are assumed to be the same,
resulting in a symmetrical type of the planetary transmission
stage. (e occurrence of repetitive frequencies causes dif-
ferent types of vibration to be induced at one frequency.

5.2.DynamicResponseAnalysis of Planetary System. In order
to deeply study the influence of sun gear root crack failure on
the dynamic characteristics of the planetary gear trans-
mission system. (is paper selects the fault model and fault-
free model of the sun gear crack 1.8mm. Considering the
time-varying meshing stiffness of healthy and tooth cracked
gears, the directional parameter method is used to establish
the translation-torsion dynamics modeling of the planetary
transmission system. (e dynamic equation is solved by
Runge–Kutta method. (e input torque of the system is
30Nm, and the dynamic response of the planetary trans-
mission system at 1000 r/min is analyzed. (e meshing
frequency of the transmission system is 334.68Hz, and the
bearing ball revolution frequency is 118.1Hz.

Figures 6–8 shows the vibration velocity response of a
healthy and root-cracked gear transmission component. As
shown in Figure 6, the peak velocity of the sun gear of the
healthy system is 5.25mm/s, and the peak velocity of the sun
gear with root crack fault transmission system is 8.77mm/s.
As shown in Figure 7, the peak velocity of the planet gear of
the healthy system is 2.83mm/s, and the peak velocity of the
sun gear with root crack fault transmission system is
3.95mm/s. As shown in Figure 8, the peak velocity of the
ring gear of the healthy system is 0.295mm/s, and the peak
velocity of the ring gear with the root crack fault trans-
mission system is 0.362mm/s.

(rough the comparison of the time domain waveform
of the healthy and faulty transmission systems, it can be seen

Table 1: Geometric parameters of the bearing.
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Figure 3: Time-varying bearing stiffness.

Table 2: Parameters of planetary gearbox.

Parameter Ring Carrier Planet
gear Sun gear

Mass (kg) 10.12 2.7 0.45 0.8
Number of teeth 71 42.29 28
Base circle diameter
(mm) 150.12 112 20 59.2

Modulus (mm) 2.25
Engagement angle (°) 20°
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Figure 4: Time-varying meshing stiffness.
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Table 3: Natural frequencies of the system.

Vibration mode Natural frequencies (Hz)
Rigid mode f1 � 0
Rotational modes f2 � f3 �1104, f5 � f6 � 4595, f10 � f11 � 9286, f13 � f14 �15111, f16 � f17 � 21544
Translational modes f4 �1207, f7 � 4930, f8 � 5967, f9 � 6467 f12 �10421, f15 �17898, f18 � 23060

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Vibration modes of planetary transmission system: (a) rigid mode, (b) rotational mode, and (c) translational mode.
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Figure 6: Vibration velocity response of the sun gear. (a) Healthy planetary transmission system. (b) Faulty planetary transmission system.
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Figure 7: Vibration velocity response of planet gear. (a) Healthy planetary transmission system. (b) Faulty planetary transmission system.
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Figure 8: Vibration velocity of ring. (a) Healthy planetary transmission system. (b) Faulty planetary transmission system.
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that a periodic shock signal appears in the time domain
waveform diagram of the faulty system compared to the
healthy transmission system. (e occurrence of sun gear
cracks causes the gear teeth of the cracks to reduce the
meshing stiffness, whichmakes the vibration velocity the sun
gear, the planet gears, and the ring in the system increase
significantly, which aggravates the vibration of the planetary
transmission system.

(e spectrum analysis of the vibration velocity response
of the sun gear in the y direction of the transmission system
is performed. Figures 9 and 10 are the spectrum diagrams of
the vibration velocity response of the healthy and the tooth
root crack faulty transmission system. As shown in Figure 9,
in the spectrum diagram of the healthy transmission system,
the meshing frequency of the transmission system is
334.7Hz, and the bearing ball revolution frequency is
118.4Hz, and the meshing frequency fm is mainly dominant,
and the peak of the first frequency is relatively high. At the
same time, a sideband appears on both sides of the meshing
frequency, and the distance of the sideband from the
meshing frequency is the frequency at which the ball
revolves.

Compared with healthy gears, sidebands appear around
the meshing frequency in the spectrum of root crack failure,

as shown in Figure 10. (is is because the sun gear shaft
frequency fs produces a frequency modulation effect on the
meshing frequency. (e distance between the sideband and
the meshing frequency is nfs (n� 1, 2, 3, . . .). At the same
time, the amplitude of the meshing frequency of the system
increases.

6. Experimental Analysis

Taking the planetary transmission gearbox as the ex-
perimental object, the test was carried out on the
planetary gearbox with the sun gear root crack failure.
(e test bench and measurement points are shown in
Figure 11. Measuring points 1–3 are set on the output
bearing, ring gear, and input bearing, respectively. (e
vibration acceleration signals of the healthy and faulty
transmission systems are acquired and the vibration
signal in the z direction of the measuring point 1 are
shown in Figure 12.

(e spectrum of the vibration acceleration signals are
shown in Figure 13. In the spectrum diagram of the healthy
transmission system, the meshing frequency fm and its
multiplication are mainly dominant; the meshing frequency
of the system is 334.6Hz, and the frequency of the bearing
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Figure 9: Spectrum diagram of sun gear. (a) Spectrum of healthy signal. (b) Spectrum refinement of healthy signals.
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Figure 10: Spectrum diagram of sun gear with root crack. (a) Spectrum of fault signal. (b) Spectrum refinement of fault signal.
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steel ball is 118.9Hz. At the same time, a sideband having a
carrier frequency fc as a modulation signal appears around
the meshing frequency.

Because the influence of the vibration signal transmis-
sion path is not considered, there is no sideband caused by
the frequency fc modulation of the carrier around the
meshing frequency, and the spectrum of the actual vibration
signal is slightly different.

As shown in Figure 14, the spectrum of the vibration
response of the fault-containing system is obtained. (e
amplitude of the faulty system spectrum is larger than that of
the healthy system. (e meshing frequency of the system is
334.6Hz. (e sideband of the sun frequency fs is modulated
around the meshing frequency. (e correctness of the
simulation model is verified.
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Figure 12: Vibration acceleration of test point 1. (a) Healthy system. (b) Fault system.
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Figure 13: Spectrum diagram of the healthy system. (a) System meshing frequency. (b) Frequency conversion bearing steel ball.
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7. Conclusions

(e gear-bearing coupling dynamics model of the planetary
transmission system is established by using the lumped
parameter method.(e natural characteristics analysis of the
system is carried out, and the influencing factors such as the
time-varying parameters of the meshing stiffness and the
bearing stiffness are considered. (e dynamic characteristics
of the planetary transmission system are calculated and
simulated. (e system dynamic response and frequency
domain characteristics are obtained by theoretical analysis
and bench test. (e next work is to analyze the influence of
design and operation parameters on system dynamics, so as
to propose effective methods for controlling system vibra-
tion. (e specific conclusions are as follows:

(1) Based on the analytical method, the natural fre-
quency and modal characteristics of the gear
transmission system are obtained. (e natural fre-
quencies of the system are mainly concentrated in
the 1104 to 23060Hz.

(2) By solving the dynamic model and comparing and
analyzing the vibration response of the transmission
system, it is shown that the vibration of the trans-
mission system increases due to the influence of the
root crack. In the frequency domain, in the middle of
the spectrum of the faulty transmission system, a
sideband occurs around the meshing frequency. (is
is because the frequency shift fs of the sun gear has a
modulation effect on the meshing frequency fm.

(3) (rough the bench experiment, we can find the
sidebands generated by the modulation of the carrier
frequency fc, in the spectrogram of the vibration
acceleration of the faulty system, and also there are
sidebands generated by the frequency fs modulation
of the sun gear. (e experimental results verify the
correctness of the mathematical model. It also guides
the future direction to control nonlinear dynamics of
the planetary gear system.
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